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W1 coached by Alan Marron & Antony Moule
As is often the case in Michaelmas, odd numbers
meant that we were unable to set a crew at the
start of term. To give everyone a fair opportunity,
we rotated crews each outing which presented its
fair share of challenges, but everyone was
incredibly proactive and cooperative in allowing
things to run as smoothly as possible, changing
sides if necessary, learning to stroke, scull and
adapting to ever-changing situations.
To keep everyone grounded and focused, I set a tough land schedule designed to boost
everyone’s strength and fitness in preparation for Michaelmas races and terms to follow.
With weekly prizes for the best improvement or effort in land training, everyone did a
very respectable job of fitting in all the sessions and lots of progress was seen,
culminating in an end of term 2km ergo test where some strong scores were produced.
We will all be working hard over the vacation to fend off the Christmas lethargy and
return in January fighting fit and ready for Lent Bumps.
When it came to races, our main focus was Winter Head, which we entered as a IV,
having competed for seats based on land training performance as well as time trials on
the water, and came second of the college IV despite only managing two outings as a full
crew before race day. For Fairbairns, we borrowed the women’s novice captain, Lizzie, at
bow to fill an VIII; and all made it down the course with a decent row, particularly when
considering for some people it was their longest ever piece of continuous rowing.
All in all, the term has been mostly a success but we look forward to Lent where we aim
to continue building on the groundwork we have laid in order to produce some good
boat speed for Lent Bumps.

- Helen Fishwick, FCBC Captain of Boats, Women’s Captain, W1 7-seat

M1 coached by Antony Moule, Mike Taylor, Alex
Markham & Josh Briegal
With very few seniors returning from last year, the squad was massively helped by the
addition of three freshers-Adam Fyfe, Joe Everest and Robbie Sewell. Despite the lack of
rowers, the results achieved by the senior men this term were still very respectable.
We chose Cambridge Winter Head as our target race this term, as the biennial Fitzwilliam
Winter Ball was the night/morning of Fairbairns. A rotation system at the beginning of
term was set up to ensure that every member was getting roughly equal water time, but
having a scratch crew every outing meant our improvement was not as fast as we would
have liked. Even with this setback, the 4+ of Sophia Russell, Jordan Chong, Maximillian
Croci, Robbie Sewell and Joe Everest managed to place second in their category, coming
4th out of the Cambridge colleges’ fours.

The aim of Fairbairns was to have everyone involved and hence we decided to enter an
8+. This was fairly ambitious with only six rowers. However, the return of Gautham Venu
from the lightweights put our number at 7 with only one seat left to fill. After asking
many people who couldn’t make it for various reasons, our last resort was to bring back
Joshua Briegal (illegally), former FCBC captain of boats and currently an office worker.
The morning of Fairbairns came, and the 9 of us, having never rowed together as a crew
before and with many of us having seen better days, convened at the boathouse.
Considering the circumstances, a very respectable result was again obtained, coming 11th
out of the Cambridge crews.
Overall it was a very fun term, and with many seniors returning for next term plus the
new cohort of novices, hopefully the senior men can have a successful Lent Bumps
campaign.
- Jordan Chong, FCBC Men’s Captain, M1 Stroke Seat

NW1+NW2 coached by Lizzie Knight & Rob
Machado
Novice coaching was shared between me and the wonderful Robert Machado, with myself
coxing NW1 for races and novice cox Emily Young having done an excellent job guiding
NW2 through their outings and races.
Both teams performed well at Queens’ Erg with many people
achieving a personal best. Special mention goes to Lou Brett, who
came very close to beating Melody Swiers’ time from 2015. The odds
were not in our favour for NW1’s first race at Emma Sprints, who
were drawn against the much stronger Jesus College in the first
round. Despite their loss, NW1 rowed home with smiles on their
faces, having enjoyed their first racing experience.
NW1 went on to exceed expectations by putting down a
stellar race at the 2.5km Winter Head race. Spurred on by
overtaking a Kings College London crew, they held off an
East Anglian team all the way, finishing 4th in their division
and 2nd out of the Cambridge women’s novice crews.
With many absences, we raced Clare Novices in an NW1/NW2 composite crew. Even
though most of the crew had never raced before, with Anna Wood as Stroke, the team
beat Downing by half a length in the quarter-finals – a fantastic achievement – and rowed
well against LMBC in the semi-finals, when they were unfortunately beaten.

The final and most anticipated race of term was the Fairbairn’s Cup. A fantastic start from
NW1 was aborted as we were forced to re-start; but the girls kept it together and rowed
strongly for the rest of the gruelling course, holding off Downing – eager for revenge from
Clare Novices! – for as long as possible. As the first long race for NW2, Ana Pluskoska, at
Stroke, set a solid rhythm throughout the race backed up by the rest of the crew.
Determined not to be overtaken, NW2 used the motivation of the crews around them to
send them over the finish line in a respectable time.
I am proud of everything that NW1 and NW2 have achieved this term. With almost all
members of NW1 and NW2 expressing an interest in continuing to row, I am hoping that
Fitzwilliam College Boat Club will see a resurgence in numbers next term, and the
development of a strong and determined women’s side.

- Lizzie Knight, FCBC Novice Women’s Captain, NW1 Cox, W1 Bow-seat

NM1 coached by EJ McCarthy & Tom Franks-Moore
NM2 coached by Anna-Rosa Gejlsbjerg & Tom
Franks-Moore
coached by Robert Doe & Tom Franks-Moore

NM3

The Novice Men have once again had a fantastically successful term, results this term
have really highlighted the quality and depth to this year’s cohort.
Novice race season was kicked off with Queens’ Ergs. All 3
boats competed in the raucous atmosphere of Queens’
Fitzpatrick Hall, with many rising to the occasion to set new
personal bests. NM1 made the final, placing 10th overall.
The next two weekends saw both NM1 and NM2
entered in Emma Sprints and Winter Head. Despite
slightly disappointing results at Emma Sprints, both
crews placed well at Winter Head, with NM1 placing
third in the Novice VIIIs category, as well as being
the fastest Cambridge college and NM2 finishing as
the second fastest novice second boat.
Availability issues meant only two crews were able to be entered into Clare Novices
Regatta, an NM1/2 composite and an NM2/3 composite. There was a strong showing from
both boats, with the B crew reaching the quarter finals before losing out to Christs NM1
and the A crew making it to the semi finals before losing to First and Third, who would go
on to win the event (and Fairbairns the following Thursday).
Novice term concluded with the Fairbairn Cup, in which all 3 boats raced. NM1 placed 7th,
despite 7 seat Tom McCarty suffering from tendinitis in his right arm and requiring a sub
for missing 6 seat Pete Atkin, while NM2 were the 7th fastest second VIII. In their only
race of the term, NM3 had an eventful 2.7km, marked by an aborted start and an ejector
crab for 5 seat Will Legood, who, after swimming/walking to the safety of the bank got
back in the boat to finish the race. Unsurprisingly given the approximately 7 minute delay,
NM3 did record the slowest time of the day, although this masks what was otherwise a
very good row from a crew who had been badly hit by yellow flagged outings limiting
their time in the boat.
Overall, this has been a great term to be part of, with
some great bonds formed within crews and some very
pleasing results to boot. Hopefully Fairbairns will not
be the last taste of racing for the majority of these
guys and we will see them racing in Fitz colours as
seniors next term
- Tom Franks-Moore, FCBC Novice Men’s Captain

Other News
•
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Members of the Billygoats had a successful racing season on the Cam this year, with
very strong rows in the M2 division for Town Bumps (Jul 2016) and as the Presidents’
VIII for Fairbairns’ Cup (Dec 2016).
Christmas Pudding Races (organized by Rob Doe & Antony Moule) brought together
novices, seniors and Billygoats for a joyous afternoon of mixed crew racing, great
company, mulled wine and mince pies!
Congratulations to Robbie Sewell, Melody Swiers and CUWBC President Ashton Brown
for racing in the Cambridge Trial VIIIs in December 2016.
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